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ABSTRACT  

Cloud computing is a technology for user according to their need on the basis of resources. Many facilities and 

resources are shared in cloud computing technology at a huge level over the internet due to which the resource 

security is needed. This paper is proposed to control the security issues in the files stored in the cloud 

environment. These data stored in the cloud is made secure with break and join encryption module where the key 

is break and further joined to generate the actual key. The work proposes a new mechanism which leads to the 

formation of smart confidential supervise to controls the cloud storage and also secures confidential 

information as like tender quotations and the other contract details. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Everything has cloud linked to it by one means or the other. Let it be a technical magazine or a blog, all talk 

about fresh and new emergent technology so called cloud computing. Definition of Cloud computing varies 

from professionals to professionals and from individual to individual. Everyone has their own way of defining 

cloud computing. Basic working motto of cloud computing is to provide cheap and efficient service to the mass. 

This reduces infrastructure cost, data management cost, etc. cloud providers offers vast services such as 

software as a service, infrastructure as a service, platform as a service and also few hints of monitoring as a 

service. These are services faces a common problem of data integrity problem. In recent times, most of the 

enterprise application is deployed in cloud. [1][2][3][12]Cloud is of three types, public cloud which is mostly 

maintained by third parties, private cloud which is used for Specific application and hybrid cloud which is a 

combination of both the above mentioned clouds. Recent times, lot of hacking stuff are coming into report. This 

is due to poor security measures of corporation. In addition to the fault of corporation, there is a third party often 

at fault, the users.  

Data Migration in Cloud: Data Migration is a process which involves moving a large amount of data or 

applications to the target cloud. The target cloud can be a public cloud, a private cloud or hybrid cloud. An 

organization’s business needs large numbers of applications to fulfil and to improve its growth, now data 

migration process is provided as DaaS (Database as a service). The data can be migrated in several ways such as 

—from any organization to a target cloud or from one cloud to another cloud. Although it is relatively tough 
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task to migrate data and data migration involves various major security issues such as data integrity, 

confidentiality, security, portability, data privacy, data accuracy etc.[2][3][4]  

1. Pre-Migration: In pre-migration scheme before migrating the data to cloud, some transformational activities 

are done previously. These activities include server virtualization, server platform upgrades or data 

separation. The foremost purpose of this scheme is to make transformation easier by changing data into 

required format. So main advantage of this scheme is that it makes the migration process easier, faster or less 

risky.  

2. Post-Migration: In this method, transformational activity is done after the migration has completed to the 

cloud. Once the migration services have been successfully transitioned to the cloud, Data Centre Migration 

programmed should wind-down.  
 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY 

 

Third party Auditor (TPA): Third Party Auditor is kind of supervisor. There are two categories of TPA: private 

TPA and public TPA. Although, private TPA can achieve higher scheme efficiency than the public TPA. Public 

TPA allows anyone, not just the client (data owner), [12] to challenge the cloud server for the correctness of data 

storage while keeping no private information. It eliminates the involvement of the client by auditing that 

whether his data stored in the cloud are indeed intact, which can be important in achieving economies of scale 

for Cloud Computing. To let off the burden of management of data of the data owner, TPA will audit the data of 

client. The released audit report will be beneficial to the cloud service provider to improve their cloud based 

service platform and would also help owners to evaluate the risk of their subscribed cloud data services. Thus 

TPA will help data owner to make sure that his data are safe in the cloud and management of data will be easy 

and less burdening to data owner.  

Security as well as data storage correctness is primary concern since cloud consumers save their data in cloud 

server. A new secure mechanism is introduced to provide security to different cloud types. The Secure Socket 

Layer (SSL) protocol is implemented to achieve data storage security. SSL protocol is efficient and safer than 

the other former secured algorithms.  
 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

Ateniese et.al (2007) [1] proposed a framework named as Provable Data Possession (PDP).In this PDP protocol 

is used which verifies outsourced data storage site retains a file which consist n blocks. With PDP, client first 

process the file named as F and add some data and expands it to a new file F’. After that client add some VMd 

(Verification metadata) named as M for file F’ and stored it on cloud server. [12][18][22][8]Generated M will 

also store on client local storage with metadata M. Client deleted metadata but before deletion client will 

execute a data possession to server by giving challenge to server to make sure that server successfully retained 

the file Yes or No response from server verifies the existence of file at cloud storage. In this Provable Data 

Possession system client issue a challenge and a send request(R) to compute proof of possession P and sends to 

client to verify results of integrity.  

Cloud computing is becoming more and more popular nowadays, where data is outsourced into the cloud. Its 
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advantages are obvious: relief of the burden of storage management on data owners, universal data access with 

independent geographical locations, and avoidance of capital spending on hardware, software, personnel 

maintenance, etc. [1]. However, outsourcing data leads to new security issues as listed below.  

 The first issue is data integrity and data loss. [2][3][4] Describes a wide range of both internal and external 

threats to data integrity. Data loss examples are mainly cloud service providers (CSP), for monetary reasons, 

reclaiming storage by discarding data that has not been or is rarely accessed [5], or even hiding data loss 

incidents to maintain a reputation [6].  

 The second issue is data leak. To keep the data confidential against un-trusted CSPs, the main method is to 

store only the encrypted data in the cloud [7], [8].  

 The third issue is authorization and access control for data files. That is, operations on files must be 

authorized, and the cloud server (CS) must control operations on files according to the authorization 

information.  

The first issue and the second issue are addressed by proof-of-storage schemes [9], [10], [11] and encryption 

schemes respectively [7][8], while the third issue is now under consideration by the NIST, who introduces a 

standard reference model, named role-based access control (RBAC) [12]. The basic idea of RBAC is 

establishing permissions for accessing data based on the functional roles, and then appropriately assigning 

data users to a role or a set of roles. Finally, access controls are based on the roles that individual data users 

have.  

The existing scenario flows with paper work [12][18][14][21] which as to be authorized manually, the take-

down procedures are manual. These manual works must be monitored duly in order to avoid any type of 

procedural fault. Manual process also engages with uncovered money perseverance, and if any type of sight 

fault will lead to missing of paper work which sometimes tends to re-establishment of the entire scenario by the 

management person. In particular, when account information is transferred by manual process then defining to 

the protection mechanism must also be considered. The time concept plays a role in the manual process, which 

sometimes extremes if the person/management in-charge is unavailable of a period of time.  

In addition [12][18][15][21] the superior complexity is also to be considered in the manual definition of 

government oriented paper made work scenario. Even in case of any small error then the entire work flow must 

be re-defined from the scratch. Taking down old file will be also a tedious process for long time pending process 

by an applicant. The work generally, decreases by paper work since any type of error will lead to work fault. 

The un-signed must duly, verify all the scenario every time in the progression  

The following are some of the notable challenges associated with cloud computing, and although some of these 

may cause a slowdown when delivering more services in the cloud, most also can provide opportunities, if 

resolved with due care and attention in the planning stages [10].  

5.1.1 Security and Privacy — Perhaps two of the more ―hot button‖ issues surrounding cloud computing relate 

to storing and securing data, and monitoring the use of the cloud by the service providers[12][18][13][19]. 

These issues are generally attributed to slowing the deployment of cloud services. These challenges can be 

addressed, for example, by storing the information internal to the organization, but allowing it to be used in the 

cloud. For this to occur, though, the security mechanisms between organization and the cloud need to be robust 
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and a Hybrid cloud could support such a deployment.  

5.1.2 Lack of Standards — Clouds have documented interfaces; however, no standards are associated with 

these, and thus it is unlikely that most clouds will be interoperable. The Open Grid Forum is developing an 

Open Cloud Computing Interface to resolve this issue and the Open Cloud Consortium is working on cloud 

computing standards and practices. The findings of these groups will need to mature, but it is not known 

whether they will address the needs of the people deploying the services and the specific interfaces these 

services need. However, keeping up to date on the latest standards as they evolve will allow them to be 

leveraged, if applicable [11].  

5.1.3 Continuously Evolving — User requirements are continuously evolving, as are the requirements for 

interfaces, networking, and storage. This means that a ―cloud,‖ especially a public one, does not remain static 

and is also continuously evolving [11].  

5.1.4 Compliance Concerns — The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) in the US and Data Protection directives in the 

EU are just two among many compliance issues affecting cloud computing, based on the type of data and 

application for which the cloud is being used. The EU has a legislative backing for data protection across all 

member states, but in the US data protection is different and can vary from state to state. As with security and 

privacy mentioned previously, these typically result in Hybrid cloud deployment with one cloud storing the data 

internal to the organization [11].  

Storage in cloud is an area of concern for confidential departments. The files over network can be sniffed by any 

malicious intruder. This makes many vendors and small companies hesitate to use cloud service. This forces the 

use of manual process. The most incurred problems by use of manual work and paper work is time 

consumption, error and misplacement of documents. Search of any particular detail becomes too time 

consuming and tedious. Many problems go unseen such as survey reports, etc.  

To maintain the secure environment a new mechanism is required to secure the source sharing on cloud. 

 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

4.1 Mechanism  

Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack is a major problem for any kind of server. It not only affects the 

performance of the server but also it takes a lot of burden over the user using the server. A lot of different 

mechanisms have been already implemented to prevent the DDOS attack such as third party authentication 

(TPA) was integrated with access control mechanism but there was problem with that mechanism because TPA 

was outsourced to third party that was result in higher cost and the system was totally relay on third party that 

effects the reliability of the system .In this proposed architecture a new and a secure authentication system is 

proposed using HASH function/ Digital Signature for TPA. 

User sends a request comes for process to TPA, detect by their CLIENT_ID i.e. Encrypted Hash function/ 

Digital Signature that helps to communicates with that client. This CLIENT_ID is resolved by TPA and 

combined with PROTECTED_ID that contain by TPA itself to create a SECURE_ID. When SECURE_ID is 

authentic and protected then the grants will further provide to the user. It is method that helps to detect the 

request of the genuine user on the basis of CLIENT_ID and PROTECTED_ID.  The TPA server secure on the 
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basis of roles mechanism that implemented with the detection and prevention of DDOS attack.  

 

4.2 Architecture 

 

4.3 Algorithm 

Algorithm for security in TPA 

For all the requests from users 

for ( i= 1 to n) 

{ 

user sends CLIENT_ID to the TPA 

// CLIENT_ID is combined with PROTECTE_ID to create SECURE_ID 

SECURE_ID=CLIENT_ID + PROTECTED_ID; 

 if(PROTECTE_ID == valid) 

  {  

   access grants; 

   i= i+1; 

  } 

 else 

  { 

   Access denied; 

   i= i+1; 

  } 

} 
 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

As studies quote, Cloud computing is an end user technology. Corruption takes a great hindrance to economy of 

any developing country. Many facilities and resources are shared in cloud computing technology at a huge level 

over the internet due to which the resource security is needed. This paper is proposed to control the security 

issues in the files stored in the cloud environment. These data stored in the cloud is made secure with break and 
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join encryption module where the key is break and further joined to generate the actual key. These manual 

works must be monitored duly in order to avoid any type of procedural fault. In particular, when account 

information is transferred by manual process then defining to the protection mechanism must also be 

considered. These data stored in the cloud is made secure with break/retrieve encryption module. The work 

proposes a new architecture which leads to the formation of smart confidential supervisor and bug handler 

which controls the cloud storage and also secures confidential information as like tender quotations and the 

other contract details. 
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